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ABSTRACT 

In this thesis, two different methods are presented for staircase detection. First 

method works with real time captured still image and second method with real time video. 

Stairway detection and identification of up stair and down stair is important for both 

independent and safe navigation of visually impaired. Proposed first method for detecting 

up stair and down stair using Gabor filter and Support Vector Machine (SVM). Energy 

distribution as a feature has been extracted from 40 filtered images using Gabor filters 

with 5 scales and 8 orientations. These features are trained and tested with four different 

classes, up stair, down stair, freeway and other. The overall classification accuracy of the 

proposed method is 92.9% based on experimental result. In second method, real time 

video is captured with Microsoft Kinect. Detection of real time moving object along with 

the moving direction in respect with visually impaired people is a challenging research 

area. The recent advancement in technology for real world scene capturing and portable 

devices like Microsoft Kinect necessitate the need of more robust and faster techniques 

for assisting blind navigation. The objective of this study is to develop a suitable and an 

effective technique for moving object detection along with its moving direction in indoor 

environment.  Depth information of the font scene of a blind people is captured using 

Microsoft Kinect version 1. Three consecutive depth frames are extracted from video 

taken in one second and Distance Along Line Profile graph is generated for four 

predefined lines of each depth frame.  These line profile graphs are analyzed for detecting 

presence of any moving object and the moving direction. After detailed investigation, 

experimental result shows that the proposed method can successfully detect moving 

object along with its direction and still objects with 92% and 87% accuracy respectively.  

The overall accuracy of the proposed second method is 90%.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

1.1 MOTIVATIONS 

285 million people with visual impairments have been reported by The World 

Health Organization, among them 39 million are totally blind and 246 million having low 

vision [1]. Understanding front scene is the fundamental test for blind individuals. To 

sense their surroundings, whether any obstacles are there or moving towards them, they 

need to depend on guide cane or to touch physically. Recently technologies are getting 

advanced for portable devices like camera, Microsoft Kinect [2] which necessitates the 

need of more robust and faster techniques for assisting blind navigation. Object 

identification, detection, classification, moving object tracking, obstacle freeway 

detection, staircase detection and crossway detection are some recent developments for 

blind assistance [29, 31, 33, 34 and 35]. Among all these identifications types, staircase 

detection is one of the most essential and important one for blind navigation. Existing 

stair detection systems are mostly based on sensor, stereo, sonar, laser scanning, 

Microsoft Kinect, cell phone’s camera etc. [14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. Some common 

limitations of using those methods are the accuracy, light source requirement, requirement 

of multiple hardware setups on blind person as well as in the whole environment, complex 

or too much informative output, longer processing time, poor performance in noisy 

(image or sound) environments, costing, robustness, manual update requirement and so 

on. 

In this thesis, two different methods are presented for staircase detection. First 

method works with real time captured still image and second method with real time video. 

Proposed first method is based on still images taken from camera which is convolved with 

2D Gabor filter and Support Vector Machine (SVM). As a feature, Energy distribution of 

40 Gabor filtered images with 5 scale and 8 orientations have been taken and fed to SVM 

to classify into 4 classes naming, up stair, down stair, freeway and other. For the purpose 

of training and testing with SVM, different images have been taken in account. In second 

method, real time video is captured with Microsoft Kinect.  
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The objective of this proposed method is to develop a suitable and an effective technique 

for moving object detection along with its moving direction in indoor environment. These 

objects include staircase, escalator and others. From the depth information of the captured 

one second video, 3 consecutive depth frames are extracted and Distance Along Line 

Profile (DAP) graph is generated for 4 predefined lines of each depth image. These line 

profile graphs are analyzed for detecting presence of 6 types of categories, Freeway, Wall 

or door, Staircase, Other object-Still, Escalator-Moving and Other object-Moving. 

1.2 THESIS CONTRIBUTION 

The main contributions of this thesis are as follows. 

 Gabor filter with scale 5, 8 orientations and SVM are used to classify still 

images taken by camera into 4 different classes naming, up stair, down stair, 

freeway and others. Features have been extracted based on energy distribution 

of filtered images. For training SVM, A total of 815 images of which 227 

upstairs, 221 downstairs, 175 freeway and 192 others have been taken. For 

testing, real time input image is captured with camera. In addition, to test the 

performance of this system, different scale and orientations’ n×m Gabor 

filtered images have been taken individually in account (e.g. 1×1, 1×2, 1×3… 

up to 7×8) where n stands for scale and m for orientations. Another 403 images 

of which 124 upstairs, 118 downstairs, 72 freeway and 89 others have been 

taken and tested with another 2 different classifiers along with SVM, Naive 

Bayes and Back Propagation Neural Network. Under SVM classifier different 

kernel functions, Pearson VII function, Radial Basis Function (RBF), 

Normalized Polynomial and Polynomial also were used to evaluate the 

performance of the system. From all the testing results, SVM with RBF kernel 

outperforms with 92.9%. 

 In addition to detect staircases as up stair and down stair, freeway and other, 

second proposed method can also detect moving escalators along with its 

moving direction (upward or downward), other object’s moving direction and 

wall or door with respect to the blind person’s view point. Depth information 

of the font scene of a blind person is captured using Microsoft Kinect version 

1 sensor.  
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From one second video, 3 consecutive depth images are extracted and 

Distance Along Line Profile graphs are generated for 4 predefined lines of 

each depth image. These line profile graphs are analyzed for detecting 

presence of any moving object and its moving direction. Proposed method can 

successfully detect moving object along with its direction and still objects with 

92% and 87% accuracy respectively.  The overall accuracy of the proposed 

second method is 90%. 

1.3 THESIS OUTLINE 

The rest of this thesis is summarized below. 

 Chapter III represents Gabor filter and SVM based Stair case detection along 

with freeway and others type of object. 

 Chapter IV represents depth image based real time object detection along 

with the moving direction method using Microsoft Kinect. 

 Chapter V concludes this thesis.  
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CHAPTER II 

BACKGROUND  

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Navigation systems are being used widely nowadays to assist blind people moving 

freely and independently. Researchers has shown remarkable performance of different 

kind of navigation systems using sterao camera, sensors, laser scanning, camera, sonar, 

microsoft kinect etc.  Recently image processing techniques are being widely used with 

microsoft kinect and other cameras for these assistive systems. Therefor in this chapter 

core knowledge of image processing and its outcomes using different techniques are 

reviewed.  

2.2 IMAGE PREPROCESSING 

2.2.1 RGB  IMAGE AND RESOLUTION 

RGB color model stands for red, green and blue. These colors are added together 

in various ways to produce a broad array in electronic systems to be displayed. A RGB 

image is taken using camera and converted into gray scale (0~255) for computational low 

cost. Each image are resized to 640×480 pixel resolution [3]. Further for detecting edges 

binary image of input image has been used. Figure 1 shows a) RGB image and b) 

converted gray image. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Down stair image in (a) RGB, (b) Gray level. 
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2.2.2 DEPTH IMAGE 

Depth image contains information of distance of the surfaces of object in the scene 

from a viewpoint. It is used in various detection methods e.g. object detection, distance 

measure,  human detection, hand tracking [5,6,7,8]. Depth image can be taken using depth 

sensor cameras and convert it to gray level depth image. In image the darker diplayed 

portion indicates object is far away and lighter display portion indicates near. Figure 2 

shows depth image and its darker and lighter portion. Resolution is resized to 640×480 

for proposed system. 

 

Figure 2. Depth image of escalator. 

2.2.3 MORPHOLOGICAL EROSION AND DILATION 

Morphological image processing is a technique which is a set of operators that can 

transform digital images to analyze the geometrical structures characterized as 

connectivity,  shape, convexity, size, etc. There are four kinds of operators such as 

erosion, dialation , opening and closing. In this thsis erosion and dialation has been used 

to analyze depth images accordingly [52].  

2.3 LINE PROFILE 

Line profile of an image is the set of intensity values across the line that has been 

created with regularly spaced points [47]. Researchers has used this techniques to measure 

pixels intensity along multiple lines to get specific patterns which can be detected as 

specific objects [29]. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3. (a) Shows line profile colored red on escalator, (b) Pixel intensity along line 
profile. 

2.4 SOBEL EDGE DETECTOR 

In image processing Sobel edge detector is commonly used for its better 

performance. Different kinds of object detection, surveillance system, pattern recognition 

has been done using this. In [48] author has showed a comparison between different edge 

detectors to analyze night vision where sobel outperforms. It has a operator which uses 

two 3×3 kernels which are convolved with the input image to compute approximations of 

the derivatives,  one for horizontal changes and other one for vertical. The equations are 

below [51]: 

 

𝐺𝑥   = −1 0 +1
−2 0 +2
−1 0 +1

   *  I 

 

(1) 

𝐺𝑦   = −1 −2 −1
   0    0    0
+1 +2 +1

  *  I 

 

(2) 

𝐺     = 
√𝐺𝑥 

2 + 𝐺𝑦 
2 

(3) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kernel_(image_processing)#Convolution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_Derivatives
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Equation (1) and (2) represents 𝐺𝑥  and 𝐺𝑦  which are two images, each point 

contain the horizontal and vertical derivative approximations respectively.  *  denotes the 

2-dimensional signal processing convolution operation. At each point in the image, the 

gradient approximations can be combined to give the gradient magnitude, using equation 

(3). Above equations are used to create the edge detected image in Figure 4. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Up Stair image in (a) Gray level, (b) Edge detected by Sobel. 

2.5 MICROSOFT KINECT 

Microsoft Kinect sensor is affordable and has the ability to work in low light 

environments. By recognizing optical imprints using kinect, Zöllner et al. proposed 

system can guide a blind person [4]. The sensor is used to determine the distance from 

the user to objects from a view point. Mapped  depth image is fed via wireless to a haptic 

glove [49]. Depth images are taken with the Kinect sensor, which comprises of a depth 

sensor and an RGB camera in Figure 5.  

 
Figure 5. Microsoft Kinect. 
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The depth information represents distance from the sensor to the object. Lighter gray level 

in image represents object is near and darker represents farway.  

2.6 GABOR FILTER 

This function is appropriate for a specific spatial location to differentiate between 

the objects of an image. Gabor filter represents frequency and orientation of detected edges 

in image. 2D Gabor filter is a Gaussian kernel function transformed by a sinusoidal plane. 

Gabor filters are associated with Gabor wavelets, which are designed for a number of 

dilations and rotations [12, 23, 25]. 

2.7 SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE (SVM) 

It is a statistical knowledge based classification system which separates the d-

dimensional data into multi classes by finding hyper plane. For multi class data set  a 

kernel function can be used to define multiple of non-linear relations between the data 

sets. There exists non-linear kernel functions which are polynomial, Gaussian radial basis 

function (RBF) and hyperbolic tangent. In this thesis RBF kernel is used due to its 

simplicity and dynamic non-linear classification capacity [26]. 

2.8 CHAPTER SYNOPSIS 

For better understanding all the techniques have been used in this thesis were 

explained briefly. Example images and equations to compute this technical terms are 

given in this chapter. Image or video taken for this purpose were preprocessed using 

morphological erosion and dilation, later using sobel edge detector, line profile, Gabor 

filter and SVM for different purposes, images have been categorized. 
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CHAPTER III 
 

A NEW METHOD FOR UPSTAIR AND DOWNSTAIR DETECTION FOR 

VISUALLY IMPAIRED USING GABOR FILTER AND SVM 

3.1  INTRODUCTION 

Staircase detection and identification of up stair and down stair is important for 

both independent and safe navigation of visually impaired. Among various object 

detection and tracking, stairway detection is the most important challenge for ensuring 

secure mobility of blind persons. Image noise, feature selection, determining pre and post 

image processing technology, adaptive system performance are some of the common 

problems for facing this challenge 

There exist some systems for assisting blind in staircase detection but lacks in 

advance technology use, accuracy, response time, user-friendliness and cost-effectiveness. 

Different image features (e.g. edge, intensity, texture) are generally considered for image 

understanding and staircase detection. Existing stair detection systems are mostly based 

on stereo, sensor, sonar, laser scanning, Microsoft Kinect, cell phone’s camera etc. [14, 

15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. In recent years, Gabor feature uses in face detection, fingerprint 

and texture segmentation [23-25] are appreciable and produces very good result. For 

texture based staircase detection, Gabor filter also responses remarkably [18]. There are 

more important and efficient features in Gabor feature vector to research and analyze for 

staircase detection and identification beyond Gabor texture feature. SVM is known as a 

good classifier and also performed well with Gabor filter in [17]. It also showed significant 

result using ultrasonic signal for detecting staircase [28]. 

Staircase has been recognized by many different techniques. Recently, researchers 

focus on representing visual information into high level interpreted information before 

sending to the visually impaired person. Using RGBD image, Munoz et.al have proposed 

a technique where parallel lines are extracted from RGB frames by Hough transform and 

depth frames are used to recognize upstairs, downstairs and negatives. These three 

categories are classified with Support Vector Machine (SVM) [9]. But this technique has 

considered only Gabor texture feature and performs better for down stair and negative 

category compared to up stair detection.  
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In paper [13], the authors modeled a stair’s tread and rise through using cloud points, scene 

segmentation and geometry constraints. A Microsoft Kinect based system has poor 

performance in sunlight. So, this system is suitable for indoor light environment. Se and 

Brady’s system used a technique taking into account Gabor filters to identify distant 

staircases. When a user approaches close to the staircase then system determines parallel 

edges, where convex and concave lines are divided using intensity variation. Staircase 

posture is evaluated by a homography search [10]. Hernandez et al. proposed a system 

which localizes stairways. This technique investigates the edges of stairs by applying 

planar motion tracking and directional filters. It recognized the horizontal edges by using 

Gabor filters. From the predefined set of horizontal edge segments, they extracted a 

hypothetical set by using a correlation method. Finally, discrimination method is applied 

to find the ground plane based on behavioral distance measurement [18]. These techniques 

did not recognized up stair or down stair separately. Based on Gabor filters and fuzzy 

fusion phase grouping (FFPG) system, Zhonget al. presented robot autonomous stairway 

climbing, stairway modeling in mapping and building reconstruction. Blur images 

captured by robot because of vibration and poor illuminating condition, has been filtered 

with Gabor filter to extract edges of staircase efficiently [11]. Position of vehicle on stairs 

and the orientation angle to stairs is estimated in [17]. This system used Gabor filter to 

extract stair edges for only upstairs. 

To overcome the limitation of state-of-art models, we proposed a cost effective 

method using Gabor filters and Support Vector Machine (SVM) taking into account energy 

distribution as features derived from Gabor filtered images with 5 scales and 8 orientation 

which classifies staircases into 4 different classes named Upstairs, Downstairs, Freeway 

and Other.  

3.2  PROPOSED METHOD 

Overall workflow of the proposed method is presented in Figure 6. The 

functionality of the different blocks related to our method including input, Gabor filtering, 

classification and output details are presented in different subsections. 
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3.2.1 THE INPUT 

Capture 2D image of the front screen with simple digital camera and convert the 

RGB images into Gray scale (0~255). Later, resize image with resolution setting to 

640×480. 

3.2.2 GABOR FILTERING 

This function is appropriate for a specific spatial location to differentiate between 

the objects of an image. Gabor filter represents frequency and orientation of detected edges 

in image. 2D Gabor filter is a Gaussian kernel function transformed by a sinusoidal plane. 

Gabor filters are associated with Gabor wavelets, which are designed for a number of 

dilations and rotations [12, 23, 25]. Following equations are used to create different types 

of Gabor filtered features.  

 

Complex  

𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦; 𝛌, 𝛉,  Ψ, σ, τ) = exp (−
𝑥2 + 𝜏2𝑦2

2𝜎2
) exp(𝑖(2𝜋

𝑥′

𝛌
+ Ψ)) 

 

 

(4) 

Real 

𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦; 𝛌, 𝛉,  Ψ, σ, τ) = exp (−
𝑥2 + 𝜏2𝑦2

2𝜎2
) cos(𝑖(2𝜋

𝑥′

𝛌
+ Ψ)) 

 

 

 

(5) 

Imaginary   

𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦; 𝛌, 𝛉,  Ψ, σ, τ) = exp (−
𝑥2 + 𝜏2𝑦2

2𝜎2
) sin(𝑖(2𝜋

𝑥′

𝛌
+ Ψ)) 

 

 

(6) 

Energy  

𝐸λ,σ,θ(𝑥, 𝑦) =  √𝑅λ,σ,θ,0
2 (𝑥, 𝑦) +  𝑅λ,σ,θ,−2

𝜋
2 (𝑥, 𝑦) 

(7) 

 

Where 𝑥′= xcos𝛉 + ysin𝛉 and 𝑦′= -xsin𝛉 + ycos𝛉, 𝛌 is the wavelength of sinusoidal 

factor, θ is the orientation, Ψ is the phase offset,σ is the standard deviation,  τ is the 

spatial aspect ratio. 
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A filter bank has been created with the Gabor filters equation (4) consisted of 

different scales and orientation combinations. Based on trial and error, 5 scales and 8 

orientation filters has been confirmed for the system after detail investigation with 

different scales and orientations (1×1, 1×2, 1×3… up to 7×8). All 40(5x8) filtered images 

are convolved with 2D Gaussian convolution. Later, energy distribution as features is 

extracted using equation (7) from these images. 

3.2.3 CLASSIFICATION 

For the proposed system, multi-object classification of support vector machine has 

been used [9]. It is a statistical knowledge based classification system which separates the 

d-dimensional data into multi classes by finding hyper plane. SVM has two phases in 

classification process, one is training and other one is testing. In this step SVM with 

Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel [27] is used to train the system before with sample 

images of 4 different classes, Upstairs, Downstairs, freeway and others. 

A total of 815 images of which 227 upstairs, 221 downstairs, 175 freeway and 192 

others have been taken for training. 

3.2.4 OUTPUT 

Based on the classification result the final output is produced which could then 

interpreted as voice, vibration or any other means for the visually impaired person.  

3.3  EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

In order to evaluate the performance of proposed method we used MATLAB 2016 

on a system having 4 GB RAM and 2.6 GHz Intel i-5 processor. The proposed system 

uses Gabor filter and support vector machine (SVM). 

The new method presented in this chapter is able to work with indoor 

environment. Different kind of images of upstairs, downstairs, household accessories, 

wall, door and obstacle free front scenes are considered for this research work. Data are 

collected from open access data storage of internet and also captured with camera [46, 

50].  

In addition to evaluate the performance of the proposed method, Gabor filter with 

different scales and orientations have been taken. Filter combinations are (1×1, 1×2, 

1×3… up to 7×8) where first value indicates scale and last value indicates orientation (e.g. 

1×1). From these individual set of filters, energy distribution has been measured. 
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Figure 6. Flowchart of the proposed system for up stair and down stair detection. 
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For training purpose different kind of environment such as foggy, blur, low light, 

sunlight with different angle of view point have been taken in account. A total of 815 

images of which 227 upstairs, 221 downstairs, 175 freeway and 192 others have been 

taken for training SVM. Another 403 images of which 124 upstairs, 118 downstairs, 72 

freeway and 89 others have been taken for testing purpose.  

The resolution of captured RGB images are set to 640×480 pixels. Resolution varies for 

collected images from internet which are analyzed, respectively. 

In the training phase, SVM is being trained with extracted features of training 

images with their corresponding classes. In the testing phase, real time input or images 

from testing set gets classified which is the actual classification process of SVM. In this 

work, SVM has 4 different classes named Upstairs, Downstairs, Freeway and Other. In 

addition, to test the dataset, other 4 features including Mean amplitude, Absolute values, 

Real part and Imaginary part of Gabor function using equation (4, 5, 6) are also 

considered. Figure 7 illustrates 3 different features (absolute, real and imaginary) of a 

sample input image. The feature vector size varies depending on scale and orientation 

combination. Later each of the feature type with all possible combination of Gabor filters 

individually has been trained and tested with SVM classifier. To compare result of SVM 

classifier, additional two classifiers, such as Naive Bayes and Back Propagation Neural 

Network (BPNN) [26] has been taken. Under SVM classifier, dataset has been tested 

considering different kernel functions Pearson VII function, Radial Basis Function 

(RBF), Normalized Polynomial and Polynomial to get the optimum result [27]. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 7. (a) Input image, (b) Absolute features, (c) Real features, (d) Imaginary 
features. 
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Table 1 shows the best test result of 403 images from each classifier based on 

feature type. After considering trial and error with all the scale and orientation 

combinations of 403 test images, system outputs best with 5×8 filters for each type 

features. Each classifier has been trained with all possible scale and orientation filters of 

815 train images individually before testing. Considering the best kernel function, RBF 

for SVM result shows 92% accuracy with energy feature where other features show 82-

89%. In addition, experimental results show (as depicted in Table 1, Figure 8 and 9), SVM 

classifier outperform than other classifiers such as Naive Bayes and BPNN.  Naive 

classifier shows 84, 80, 70, 73, 71% classification accuracy where BPNN shows 88, 81, 

72, 76 and 79%, respectively for energy, mean amplitude, absolute, real and imaginary 

features. It is important to note that significant result has been encountered by energy 

feature with 88 percent on average for all the classifiers showed in Table 1 and Figure 9.  
 

 

Table 2 shows testing accuracy of 403 images, choosing the best feature, energy 

and classifier, SVM with RBF kernel.  Figure 10 depicted sample images of dataset 

including up stair, down stair, freeway and other. Among 124 upstairs 115 have been 

detected correctly, misclassified 7 as downstairs and 2 as other which shows 92.7% 

accuracy. 107 downstairs were detected correctly from 118 images, 5 as upstairs, 4 as 

other and 2 as freeway showing 90.7%. 66 out of 72 freeway images were correct, 6 were 

misclassified as other resulting 91.7%.  

Table 1. Gabor feature accuracy for three classifiers 

Classifier 

Gabor Feature Accuracy (Scale × Orientation)* 

Average 

Energy 

Mean 

Amplitude Absolute Real  Imaginary 

SVM* 92 89 82 85 87 87 

Naive 

Bayes 
84 80 70 73 71 75.6 

BPNN 88 81 72 76 79 79.2 

Average 88 83.3 74.7 78 79  

* Best performed kernel for SVM is considered 

* Best performed Gabor Scale × Orientation is considered 
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86 of 89 other images were correct, 1 as up stair and 2 as downstairs detected outputting 

96.6% accuracy. Overall system performance shows 92.9% accuracy. Negative results 

can be minimized if richer dataset is used. Misclassification has been occurred because 

of low light and different object patters of other class’s image. 

 

Table 2. System performance result by test images considering energy with SVM 

Test Image 

Accuracy gained with Energy features 

 (%) 
 

Up 

stair 

Down 

stair 
Freeway Other Total Image 

Up stair 115 7 0 2 124 

Down stair 5 107 2 4 118 

Freeway 0 0 66 6 72 

Other 1 2 0 86 89 

Accuracy 92.7 90.7 91.7 96.6  

Overall Accuracy                                           92.9 

 
 

 

Figure 8. Accuracy of different classifiers for different statistical parameters. 
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Figure 9. Average accuracy of different features based on three classifiers. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 10. Sample image of (a) Up stair, (b) Down stair, (c) Freeway, (d) Other. 

3.4  CHAPTER SYNOPSIS 

In this chapter, a new method is presented for up stair and down stair detection for 

visually impaired using Gabor filter and SVM. Research focus was to identify the best 

Gabor feature and classifier for up stair, down stair, freeway and other object type 

detection.  Five types of features (Energy distribution, Mean amplitude, Absolute, Real 

and Imaginary part) were trained individually with three different classifiers (Support 

Vector Machine (SVM), Naive Bayes and Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN)). 

Energy features with SVM resulted the best performance with 92.9% accuracy.  
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CHAPTER IV 
A NEW METHOD TO DETECT REAL-TIME OBJECT ALONG WITH THE 

MOVING DIRECTION FOR VISUALLY IMPAIRED PEOPLE  

4.1  INTRODUCTION 

Understanding front scene is the main challenge for visually impaired people. 

Blind people generally have to rely on guide cane or to touch physically to sense obstacle 

in their moving ways which is risky. The risk is higher when any object is moving towards 

the blind people from any direction. The main goal of this work is to make blind people 

aware of his/her environment and feel secure, independent while moving. Day by day with 

the advancement of technology, ways of blind navigation support increase as well as the 

number of blind people [44]. The recent advancement in technology for real world scene 

capturing and portable devices like Microsoft Kinect necessitate the need of more robust 

and faster techniques for assisting blind navigation.  Object identification, object detection, 

object classification, moving object tracking, obstacle freeway detection, staircase 

detection, crossway detection all these are some recent developments for blind assistance. 

With the help of computer vision advancement, there are many existing methods for the 

above purposes. Traditional methods use video sequence, multiple sensors at different 

location, rotating or moving cameras, laser ray, sound echo based sonar system etc. to 

fulfill these purposes. Only a few works have considered a single sensing point which is 

important from blind person’s view point. Front scene selection control should be in the 

moving person’s hand. Some common limitations of using those methods are the accuracy, 

light source requirement, requirement of multiple hardware setups on blind person as well 

as in the whole environment, complex or too much informative output, longer processing 

time, poor performance in noisy (image or sound) environments ,costing , robustness, 

manual update requirement and so on. 

Considering these issues, the main target of this work is to develop a new method 

with latest technology for minimizing most of the above mentioned limitations. The 

complexity of real environment data association makes the object movement tracking 

more challenging [31]. Methods based on occupancy maps [32] produce more accurate 

result for still object rather than dynamic objects.  
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For detecting moving objects with more accuracy some systems (e.g. in [33]-[35]) 

extracted the object of any type by the shape modeling and consider matching of object 

with that. But the main limitation of these works is the requirement of enough ground 

visibility [37].  Category specific models using camera (e.g. in [36] - [39]), depth 

information [40] or both (e. g. in [41]-[43]) outputs better result comparatively.  A more 

reliable, single camera based obstacle detection approach is proposed in [44] however 

simple smooth ground surface is required for this approach to wok accurately. Another 

obstacle detection algorithm using U-V disparity map is presented in [45] but two 

webcams are required for generating the disparity map. Microsoft Kinect based blind 

navigation system is proposed in [29] where depth image is analyzed for detecting obstacle 

presence and absence in the front scene and for still staircase detection only. However 

moving escalator would also be detected as staircase by this method which might cause 

dangerous accident for blind people. Again in indoor environment front scene usually 

contains multiple obstacles (static and dynamic). Proposed technique is an improvement 

and extension of existing methods like the one presented in [29].  

According to natural human perceptions moving objects movement direction is 

more important than object or obstacle detection. When a person walk s/he concerns about 

moving people and other moving objects towards him/her rather than detecting and 

identifying what is situated around. Again an obstacle free path can change anytime for an 

object’s arrival on that. So information about moving object’s moving direction with 

respect to a blind person’s position is more expected and important than information about 

all objects at the whole scene. This is appropriate for security surveillance perspective.  

The proposed technique OMDIDIB (Object Moving Direction Identification 

using Depth Image for Blind) is a simple, affordable and realistic blind navigation support 

system which requires no complex algorithm or mathematical calculation to understand 

front scene. This system can differentiate between still staircase and moving escalators 

along with its moving direction (upward or downward). Any other moving object’s 

moving direction is also detected with respect to the blind person’s view point. Depth 

information of the font scene of a blind person is captured using Microsoft Kinect version 

1 sensor.  Three consecutive depth frames are taken from one second video and Distance 

Along Line Profile graph is generated for four lines of each depth image.   
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These line profile graphs are analyzed for detecting presence of any moving object and 

its moving direction. After detailed investigation, experimental result shows that the 

proposed method can successfully detect moving object along with its direction and still 

objects with 92% and 87% accuracy respectively.  The overall accuracy of the proposed 

method is 90%.  

4.2  METHODOLOGY 

Microsoft Kinect is used for a single capture point of front scene.  To detect any 

object movement in any direction, whole front scene image is divided into four vertical 

line profiles numbering 1 to 4 from right to left. Output is the information about front scene 

in respect to the blind person. Outcome can be delivered by any form like sound signal, 

vibration, pointing device movement etc.  After capturing 30 frames per second configured 

video clip from a fixed position using Kinect, 3 consecutive depth frames are extracted, in 

this case, 0th, 15th and 30th frame. Output is generated by the new OMDIDIB method. All 

possible outputs are listed in Table 3 and overall system overview is shown in Figure 11. 

 

Table 3. Possible outcomes of the proposed method OMDIDIB 

Front scene contains  Type Movement direction 

No obstacle / Freeway Still - 

Wall / Door Still - 

Staicase / Escalator 
Upward  Still - 

Downward Still - 

Escalator 
Moving Upward  

Moving Downward 

Other Object 

(human, houshold accessories etc.) 

Still - 

Moving Forward 

Moving Backward 

Moving Left-to-right 

Moving Right-to-left 

Moving Forward from left-to-right  

Moving Forward from right-to-left   

Moving Backward from left-to-right 

Moving Backward from right-to-left  

 Moving In place 
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4.3   EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

Microsoft Kinect is widely used, available and also affordable. RGB camera and 

depth sensor of Microsoft Kinect is used for image acquisition for this work. Inspired by 

the initial setup of [29] Kinect sensor was positioned as on a standing human’s chest of 

average heights. Ground to device height is about 1600 mm with a vertical view range of 

about 5000 mm (starts from 600 mm front distance of sensing device). Object distance 

covering range of the depth image is 800 mm to 6000 mm.  

4.4  DATA COLLECTION 

Since the new method presented in this chapter is capable of working in indoor 

environment, among many types of objects, still staircase, moving escalator, still or 

moving human and household accessories, wall, door and obstacle free front scenes are 

considered for this research work. Data are collected from open access data storage of 

internet and also captured with Microsoft Kinect version 1 [46, 50].  A total of 600 samples 

depth images of 200 different front scenes (still and moving objects in twelve different 

directions along with moving escalators) with their respective RGB images are analyzed 

to test the new system. The resolution of captured depth images and RGB images are 

640×320 pixels. Resolution varies for collected images from internet which are analyzed 

accordingly.  

4.5  PROPOSED METHOD 

The method presented in this chapter is named as OMDIDIB (Object Moving 

Direction Identification using Depth Image for Blind) using the first letter of main words 

for easy referencing. Working flow of this new system is shown in Figure 12 as a self-

descriptive flowchart. 

Captured depth images have broken phenomenon for Kinect hardware limitations. 

Simple morphology processing erosion and dilation [52] is used for noise reduction. 

Processed depth images results better output than non-processed images as stated in [30]. 

After that, four vertical line profiles are extracted at pre-defined positions covering the 

image area. 
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Figure 11. Overview of the overall system. 

These lines are shown with number 1 to 4 from right to left in the flow diagram. 

Next, distance Along Line Profile graph (DAP) in short is generated in same axis range 

for each line profile of all three depth images. A total of twelve DAP graph is generated at 

this stage.  Then, following six logical steps are followed sequentially.  

Step 1: In all four DAP graphs of first depth image check for straight smooth 

upward graph shape or for sudden fall or straight up or down in graphs at regular intervals 

and detect upward or downward staircase or escalator from Sobel edge detected image of 

the original input image (gray scale image converted from RGB). Fist output is generated 

here deciding about any upward or downward staircase / escalator or single wall / door or 

no obstacle presence in the front scene.  

Step 2: Detect and decide if there is any change in DAP graph for the profile lines 

of next images. If no change is observed output of this step is ‘detected still object’ 

otherwise the output is ‘moving object is present in the front scene’. 

Step 3: Similarity or matching sub graph of L length is searched in the second 

image under the same and different line profile graphs.  L is the minimum straight length 

of sub-graph needs to be matched. Only the longest and best match is considered here. If 

matching found under the same line profile graph the movement direction is toward-

backward. If matching found under different line profile graph the movement is left-right.  
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Step 4: Distance change of the matching sub-graph in respect to its first axis point 

in its previous graph is calculated here. For distance increase output decision is ‘backward’ 

means moving object is going far from blind person. Output is ‘toward’ if the distance 

increases. If match found under the graph of same positioned line profile for distance 

increase or decrease the moving direction is straight forward or backward. But if the match 

found under different DAP graph of next image, the direction is forward/backward in left-

to-right or right-to-left direction. Decisions are made according to conditions shown in 

decision boxes in Figure 12. If DAP graph changes for any particular objects but distance 

remain unchanged this means the output is not still but it’s not changing its distance in 

respect to the user. Such output is produced for some objects like wall-clock pendulum, 

shaking toys, rotating ball in a single point, flying flag and so on. 

Step 5: As first four graphs of first image are compared with the second four DAP 

graphs of second image similarly second image’s graphs are compared with the third 

image’s four graphs according to the above steps. More than three images can be captured 

for different purposes but for this work, three is selected for faster capture, analysis and 

response time. More capturing will produce more specific and detail output result in the 

price of time. 

Step 6: Best outputs from different levels (five outputs at 5 levels are marked in 

Figure 12) of each iteration are combined and then integrated to produce the final output 

result. While combining the decisions first priority is given to ‘toward-backward object 

movement’ and second priority is given to ‘left-right movement’ as objects moving 

towards blind people should be notified first with highest priority. Figure 13 shows some 

example of input images. Detailed analysis with these images are presented below with 

Figure 14, 15 and 16. 
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Figure 12. Flowchart of OMDIDIB (Object Moving Direction Identification using 
Depth Image for Blind) method. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 13. RGB input images of (a) freeway path along with still door [46], (b) 
downward moving escalator, (c) moving human [50]. 
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(a) (e) 

  
(b) (f) 

 
 

(c) (g) 

  
(d) (h) 

Figure 14. First one of three Depth images (a) first line profile, (b) second line 
profile, (c) third line profile, (d) fourth line profile of freeway path along with still 

door.   Distance along line profile (DAP) graphs of corresponding line profiles. 

 
Figure 14 shows one of the three depth images of freeway path extracted from 

video. In this single depth image four pre-defined line profiles have been extracted. Figure 

14 (a)-(d) shows four line profiles separately from 1 to 4 in right to left direction, to 

determine the change in corresponding DAP graphs.  
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Figure 14 (e)-(h) shows DAP graph of corresponding line profiles. For all three depth 

images first three DAP graph’s (e)-(g) smooth straight upward shape detects it’s a freeway 

but last DAP graph (h) detects it is other object. Therefore combining all four line profile 

outputs, it detects as other object. Corresponding (e)-(h) DAP graph has no change in 

particular L length of other two depth images DAP graphs which indicates, it is a still 

object. 

Figure 15 shows three depth images of moving escalator extracted from video. In 

these depth images four pre-defined line profiles have been extracted. Figure 15 (a)-(c) 

shows first line profile separately in all three depth images to determine the change in 

corresponding DAP graphs. Figure 15 (d)-(f) shows DAP graph of corresponding first 

line profile. For all three depth images DAP graph (d)-(f) straight up or down at regular 

intervals shape detects it’s an upward staircase/escalator. Corresponding (d)-(f) DAP 

graph has change in particular L length of other depth images DAP graphs which 

indicates, it is a moving escalator. Since the change in DAP graphs are decreasing with 

respect to line profile, the moving escalator is coming towards or downward to blind 

person’s view point. 

Figure 16 shows three consecutive depth images of other object (a)-(c) and first 

depth image (d) from second scene captured video with corresponding DAP graphs (e)-

(h). Similar to Figure 15 analysis, DAP graphs shows other object coming toward to blind 

people (e)-(g), in addition to second scene’s DAP graph, L length match found in second 

line profile which indicates object moving from right to left direction. Combining all DAP 

graphs analysis, object is moving diagonal or forward right to left direction.   
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(a) (d) 

  
(b) (e) 

  
(c) (f) 

Figure 15. Single line profile of three consecutive depth images of downward moving 
escalator (a)-(c),  Distance along line profile (DAP) graphs of respective (a)-(c)  depth 

images (d)-(f). 
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(a) (e) 

 
 

(b) (f) 

 
 

(c) (g) 

  
(d) (h) 

Figure 16. Three consecutive depth images of first scene  (a)-(c), (d) First  depth 
image of second scene, Distance along line profile (DAP) graphs of corresponding 

line profiles of depth images (e)-(h). 
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Table 4. Decision analysis of Figure 14, 15 and 16 

 
 Table 4 shows decision analysis of Figure 14, 15 and 16 respectively derived 

from flowchart in Figure 12. System’s parameters of outputs are object detected, change 

in DAP, moving object, towards/backwards and left/right.   

Parameter Figure 14 Figure 15 Figure 16 

Object Other objects 
Staircase 

(upward) 
Other objects 

Changes in other 

images of same line 

profile 

No 

Yes, same 

changes with 

respect to 

individual line 

profiles 

Yes, all changes are 

not same with respect 

to individual line 

profiles 

Moving Object No Yes Yes 

Towards/ Backwards No Towards Towards 

Left/ Right No No Left 

Decision 

Freeway 

ahead with 

obstacle on 

left side 

Upward 

escalator, 

direction 

downwards 

Object moving 

forward, right-to-left 
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4.6  EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

For performance evaluation of the proposed method, experimental result is 

investigated in two levels, obstacle identification and object moving direction 

identification. Success rate and failure rate of these levels analyzes are presented in Table 

5, 6 and in 7 respectively. Table 5 represents the object detection success and failure rate 

for the proposed system. Test database is consisted of 200 different scenes taken each from 

one second video individually using Kinect. Three depth frames are extracted per scene, 

in total 600 frames are taken to analyze the system. Below tables are showing the final 

result of detection and movement direction per scene's by analyzing three depth 

frames/images. In 200 scenes, where 174 detected and identified correctly and 26 were 

wrong categorized which results 87% success rate. Table 6 shows the object identification 

success rate of 200 scenes. Table 7 shows movement direction identification of the moving 

objects. Table 8 shows overall system's average L length measurement with respect to line 

profile projection.  

 

Table 5.  Obstacle detection success rate and failure rate 

 Number of sample 

images 
Percentage (%) 

Success 174 87 
Failure 26 13 
Total 200  

 

Table 6 shows that 87% accuracy rate is obtained for no obstacle detection where 

2 sample is misclassified as wall or door and 1 as other objects due to close snapshot from 

Kinect. 4 samples of wall or door were wrong categorized as no obstacle and other objects 

with 85% accuracy due to the same reason. This may result risk for blind person thus this 

system requires minimum distance (614 mm) from object to identify correctly. 6 upward 

staircase/escalator were detected as downward staircase/escalator and other object, 

similarly 6 downward staircase/escalator detected as upward staircase/escalator and other 

objects due to light reflection and object pattern with 89% and 88% accuracy respectively. 

7 other objects images were wrongly categorized due to its pattern verity with 85% 

accuracy. Overall system’s object detection performance accuracy is 87%. 
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 Table 6. Obstacle identification success rate  

System 

output 
Actual output  

 
No 

Obstacle / 

Freeway 

Wall / 

Door 

Upward 

(stair / 

escalator) 

Downward 

(stair / 

escalator) 

Other 

Objects 
Total 

No Obstacle / 

Freeway 
20 2 0 0 1 23 

Wall / Door 2 23 0 0 2 27 
Upward 

(stair / 

escalator) 

0 0 48 2 4 54 

Downward 

(stair / 

escalator) 

0 0 2 43 4 49 

Other Objects 2 1 3 1 40 47 
Rate of 

accuracy (%) 
  87%   85%   89%    88%     85%  

Average 

accuracy rate 
                                          87%  

 

 

 Among 200 scenes, 105 scenes consist of moving objects. Moving objects are 

categorized as escalator (upward/downward) and other object (different directions). Table 

7 depicts object moving direction identification success rate with 92% accuracy. 4 moving 

upward escalator and 2 downward escalator were detected as other moving objects due to 

ground level change.  

Table 7. Object moving direction identification success rate 

  

 

Moving - Escalator 

 

Moving - 

Other 

Object 

Total 

  Upward Downward   

 

Moving - Escalator 

 

Upward 29 0 4 33 

Downward 0 32 2 34 

Moving - Other Object  2 1 35 38 
Rate of accuracy (%)    88%   95%    93%  

Average (%)    92% 
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3 other moving objects were detected as upward and downward escalator due to its pattern. 

Proposed method also can detect other moving direction for other objects such as, left to 

right, backward, forward, diagonal. 

 Table 8 shows the overall accuracy rate by of object identification and moving 

direction identification along with Length L in percentage of line profile for different 

objects/environments. L length is presented in percentage of line profile which differs in 

respect to line distance. Here L is the percentage of the line profile must match with 

sample images to identify the object and its direction.  

 

Table 8. Average accuracy rate and length L in percentage of line profile for 
different object 

Type Object 
Overall Accuracy 

(%) 

Length L* in 

percentage of 

line profile (%) 

Still 

No Obstacle / Freeway 87 80 
Wall / Door 85 50 
Staircase / Escalator 

(Upward + Downward) 
89 20 

Other Object 85 80 

Moving 

Escalator 

(Upward + Downward) 
91 10 

Other Object 93 30 
 Average (%) 88 45 

*L is the minimum horizontal length of sub graph needs to be matched with other two images’ DAP 
graph 

 

This system is capable of detecting two categories of objects detection, still and 

moving. For detection, OMDIDIB can detect staircase and other object in separate scenes 

individually, more than one ‘other objects’ in one scene. But when staircase and object 

both are present in any particular scene, then staircase has the first priority to be detected. 

System also prefer moving objects movement timing speed to be fast to be detected as 

moving, otherwise L length change in respect to distance will be too short to be detected 

as moving, rather it will result in still object. System failure rate is 13% because of image 

captured partially under sunlight, Kinect cannot measure the distance. Thin object cannot 

be detected as it does not fall under any line profile, hence object volume size matters in 

some cases.  
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Too close snapshots can result failure. Despite of the failure rate this system can detect 

object and its movement direction separately 87% and 92% respectively and on average 

90% which can be implemented as a navigation system and help the visually impaired 

people in many situations. Response time of the proposed system is faster as no complex 

algorithm or mathematical function is used for analyzing and generating output results.  

4.7 CHAPTER SYNOPSIS 

Real time object along with the moving direction for visually impaired people is 

presented. According to the system of OMDIDIB method, three consecutive depth 

frames/images are extracted using Microsoft Kinect. Four line profiles are extracted for 

each depth image to determine if there is any still or moving object. By using Sobel edge 

detection method this system can determine the captured image’s pattern in four 

categories, staircase/escalator (upward/downward), wall/door, freeway or other objects. 

For category staircase/escalator, system compares each image separately to detect any 

movement along particular line profile. If no movement is detected along any line profiles 

then it outputs as still staircase/escalator otherwise moving  staircase/escalator. 

Depending on the line profile numbers 1 to 4 from right to left it can determine the 

location of any moving/still obstacle in the scene. Experimental result shows that the 

proposed method can successfully detect moving objects along with its direction or still 

objects on average with 90% accuracy rate. Initial findings show promising result however 

further investigation is required with real life environment scenario testing with output 

delivering device performance. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

5.1 CONCLUSION 

In this thesis, two different methods have been proposed to detect staircases for 

visually impaired people. First method is based on real time still image and second one is 

video taken with Microsoft Kinect. In method one, a new method is presented for up stair 

and down stair detection using Gabor filters and SVM. Research focus was to identify the 

best Gabor feature and classifier for up stair and down stair detection along with freeway 

and other type object. Energy features of Gabor filtered image with SVM resulted the best 

performance with 92% accuracy. In addition to evaluate the performance of this proposed 

system, four more types of features (Mean amplitude, Absolute, Real and Imaginary part) 

were trained individually with two more types of classifier (Naive Bayes and Back 

Propagation Neural Network (BPNN)). Based on the research findings, the proposed new 

method is implemented and tested with different test images which produced  92.9% 

accuracy as a system performance result on average (four categories-upstairs, downstairs, 

freeway and other). In method two, real time object along with the moving direction for 

visually impaired people is presented. According to the system of OMDIDIB method, 

three consecutive depth frames/images are extracted using Microsoft Kinect. Four line 

profiles are extracted for each depth image to determine if there is any still or moving 

object. By using Sobel edge detection method this system can determine the captured 

image’s pattern in four categories, staircase/escalator (upward/downward), wall/door, 

freeway or other objects. After detailed investigation, experimental result shows that the 

proposed method can successfully detect moving objects along with its direction or still 

objects on average with 90% accuracy rate. 

5.2 Future Works 

The initial findings are promising and inspiring however, further improvements 

rely on increasing training dataset and real life UAT (User Acceptance Test). Limitation 

of method one is, it requires necessary light source to output better result. Too bright or 

too dark image can vary result because parallel lines of staircases cannot be detected 

perfectly.  
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Method two can be used in indoor environment only because Microsoft Kinect sensor 

cannot work properly in direct sunlight. However this method can produce acceptable 

output if outdoor environment is in a shadow zone or low day light area. Another 

limitation is that the output result might be affected by image illumination. These are 

some challenges for making this proposed system more efficient in its next version.  

Object distance and dimension detection along with object classification could be 

included with this system for further extension.  
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